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The given paper is devoted to the study of syntactic constructions used in German newspaper headlines and their translation into Russian.

The corpus complied from such German media headlines as «Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung», «Die Zeit», «Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung», «Spiegel» published in the period from January to March 2015. The analysis includes 300 titles of newspaper articles.

**Results:**
- Main syntactic feature of the German newspaper headlines lies in different types of sentences according to their purpose: declarative sentences are used in most cases (85%), rarely – exclamatory and interrogative sentences (10% and 5% respectively).
- Complex sentences do not constitute a widespread phenomenon in the analyzed titles which can also be explained by the principal characteristics of the title such as brevity and simplicity.
- Interrogative sentences are not typical for German newspaper titles since such syntactic construction would greatly reduce the information content of the text.
- Exclamatory sentence titles are rarely used. As a rule they can be found either in the articles on most critical issues or in entertaining conversational style articles.
- Analyzing the peculiarities of headlines translation from German into Russian the author noted that the sentences replacement and transpositions were
the most common grammatical transformation. In some cases, the translation of headlines was based on syntactic assimilation (literal translation).